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ABSTRACT 4. identification of the constraints which are output
limiting to show what pant modifications are needed to

Consideration is given to the mathematical techniques used increase output.
by Nuclear Eectric for steady state power plant analysis
and performance optimisation. A quasi-Newton method is UK gas-cooled nuclear power plants have
deployed to calculate the steady state followed by a model individualised designs, requiring separate NUMEG models
fitting procedure based on Lagrange's method to yield a fit for each plant. Currently, NUMEG models have been
to measured plant data. An optimising algorithm is used developed for all seven second generation AGR stations
to establish maximum achievable power and efficiency. and four of the seven first generation Magnox stations. A

PWR version for the Sizewell B station is planned.
An example is described in which the techniques are
applied to identify the plant constraints preventing output A description of the mathematical techniques used in
increases at a Nuclear Electric Advanced Gas Cooled the NUMEG models, and recent applications, are given
Reactor. below.

INTRODUCTION STEADY STATE SOLVER

Prior to building Pressurised Water Reactors Nuclear NUMEG solves a series of coupled non-linear
Electric has operated carbon dioxide cooled, graphite algebraic equations describing steady heat and fluid flow
moderated reactors characterised by high steam in plant components such as the reactor, steam generators,
temperatures and pressures (steam temperatures 350- turbines, condensers, pumps and heat exchangers. Figure
550'C, steam pressures up to 170 bars). In these systems 1 is a schematic diagram of the NUMEG representation of
primary and secondary components can operate close to an AGR power station.
integrity limits imposed by consideration of creep,
corrosion etc, and plant output may be limited as a result. An efficient numerical solution method is employed by
Use is made of the NUMEG steady state total plant models NUMEG.' Suppose the NUMEG model equations are
for maximising electrical output within these operational represented by

constraints, and to help define plant modifications to fi (X, Z = i = I n (1)
enhance output.

where x is the vector of II free variables to be determined,
'Me applications of the NUMEG codes may be and z is the vector of in boundary condition variables.

summarised as follows: Equation (1) is solved by a quasi-Newton method as

follows. Ile classical Newton method states that if x is
I determination of the set of operating conditions
yielding the best economic return from plant an initial guessed solution of (1) a better solution is given

by

2. prediction of key plant parameters which are not x = x - Blf (2)
accurately measured by plant instrumentation _0 0 1

where Bi = dfifdxj and the zero subscript implies
3. identification of plant items which are under- evaluation at x . This method has the disadvantage of
performing requiring the Jacobian B. to be re-calculated at each

iteration, which is computationally time consuming. This
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing a NUMEG representation of an AGR station

is overcome in NUMEG by using Broyden's method to S
obtain an approximation to B for use in the next iteration. , (xi xi.), (4)

The equation for updating B is &.
where xi are a set of output variables calculated by the

B = B.+(Z.-B. _) gfl_�f g. (3) model, and xi, and are the corresponding measurement

where values and measurement uncertainties, respectively. When
x - x Z = f - f E is a minimum, the values of xi are the model best fit

0 values.

NUMEG is written flexibly so that additional In NUMEG the minimisation is done subject to
equations connecting the free variables and boundary equality constraints, which for model fitting are the model
conditions can be added by the code user via a user- equations ) i.e. we wish to rninimise 4 subject to the

defined subroutine. his allows 'free' variables to be constraints given in Equation 2 Using Lagrange's
fixed or boundary condition variables to be calculated. method of undetermined multipliers, the Lagrangian, L, is
From the user viewpoint, the free variables and boundary defined as:

condition variables may be regarded as interchangeable.
L = E + XjfJ (5)

MODEL/DATA FITTING For ease of notation, the summation convention is used

To be of practical value, a whole plant model must in the above aqd subsequent equations i.e. repeated indices

first be validated against plant measurements for a are summed over all possible values.

particular plant operating condition. Plant measurements Differentiating to find the minimum point:

are subject to uncertainties and instruments may be faulty aL = aE + af = (6)
in some cases. To enable NUMEG to be fitted to plant -ax-, -Yu-, Xi FX1
data rapidly, an automatic least squares model fitting

procedure is available within the code.' This procedure where the xi are the independent variables of the system.

enables a best fit to plant data to be achieved allowing for Hence, at the minimum point, equations (1) and 6 must

current measurement uncertainties, without performing be satisfied. Equation 4 can be used to obtain:

time consuming multiple computer runs. The model
fitting procedure uses Lagrange's method to minimise an aE = 2 Gj a G (7)
objective function, defined by JX-i d i
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Figure 2 Predicted plant operating conditions for maximum reactor output (AGR)

where G = y, - x / a.. Scaled variables are now can be used to simplify the expression to
introduced defined by: af

(8) -fi� JS, Ak' (13)2 = Xilsi _F�
where the constant scaling factors Si are chosen to make If the matrices A, B, and have elements
the scaled variables of order unity. aGi = afi S S 8

xj
Considering a small perturbation AGj away from the A = -- ,By Xi 4

present value of Gj (writing this as GJ, and using the respectively, then equations (11) and 13) can be written
definition of a total derivative, the following can be in partitioned matrix form as:
written:

aG. 4
AGj J SAkt (9) 2A TAS B _k 2ATG (14)

_Xk BS0

Therefore

Gj = Go a Gj SkAk't (10) Equation (14) is solved for Ak (and X) using a
simultaneous equation solver. The new value of x can

then be used to calculate new values of f , G and the
Combining equations 6), (7) and (10) gives: partial derivatives which can then be used in Equation 14)

G, Gj to calculate the new value of Ak etc. (although the partial
2 _JXi S A kk + G derivatives need not be updated at every iteration). This

I G 1) process continues until the absolute values of A2 and fi
+ _�Txi X = O are less than the prescribed tolerances.

Similarly OUTPUT OPTIMISATION

fi - fi. fj Sk Akk (12) A very flexible optimisation sub-program NUOPT is
_JXk available within NUMEG for calculating optimum plant

but in this case the fact that = at the solution point output or steam cycle efficiency (heat rate), subject to
current plant operational constants. Mathematically, the
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is performed for 20-40 plant constraints of the form of Vol VI, Part 2 p1335, Ed. R W Lewis and K Morgan,
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entered in the code via a user supplied subroutine which
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powerful tools for plant output enhancement. Figure 2
shows an example of an optimisation surface generated for
an Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor (AGR�. The quantity
optimised is the net generated electrical power (generated -
primary coolant circulator power). In the Figure this is
plotted for different values of three important constraints
(boiler steam exit pressure POB, normafised boiler inlet
gas velocity BIGV, and reheater steam exit temperature
RHT_). The calculations show that, for the current limit
on RHT.,,,, the electrical output can be increased from 627
MW(e) to 629 MW(e) by increasing both boiler pressure
and BGIV. However, further increase in electrical
generation will require operation at reheater steam exit
temperature above current limits.
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